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Island mentality?
In diesem Monat wird im Vereinigten Königreich erneut über einen möglichen Austritt aus
der EU abgestimmt. LORRAINE MALLINDER beleuchtet die unterschiedlichen Seiten dieses
kontroversen Themas.

T

he starting pistol has been fired, and we’re off. But
where exactly we’re going, we don’t know. On 23
June, voters across Britain will decide whether to
stay with the status quo or leave the European Union. It is
the biggest political decision that most British voters will
have made in their lives.
This island nation of 64 million was never enthusiastic about Europe. Now, after four decades, the prickliest
member of the EU will settle the issue once and for all. In
times gone by, Brussels has never been of much interest to
this famously Eurosceptic public, but now it is dominating the headlines.
austerity [O:(sterEti]
counter- [kaUntE]
implication [)ImplI(keIS&n]
prickly [(prIkli]
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hier: Sparmaßnahmen
GegenAuswirkung, Folge
heikel, empfindlich

Bombarded by claims and counter-claims in the press,
many may end up deciding with the heart rather than
the head. At a time of global instability, with austerity,
immigration and terrorism in the headlines, this is not
hard to do. Should Britain decide to cut itself loose, other
EU countries may not be so sad to see it go. But there
are serious implications for all involved. Forty-three years
after it first joined the EU, divorce will be painful — as
well as costly.

out
The question
On 23 June, Brits will be asked: Should the United Kingdom remain a member of the European Union or leave
it? The EU referendum is far more important than a general election. There will be consequences for jobs, trade,
currency, immigration, freedom of movement and for the
shape of bananas. (The myth of EU regulations on bent
bananas has become popular Eurosceptic shorthand for
“bonkers” — or bananas — Brussels bureaucracy.) And a
“Brexit” vote, which is a vote for Britain to exit the EU,
could reopen the debate over Scottish independence.

The players
David Cameron,
Conservative prime
minister of the UK
“Stop banging on about Europe,” he once told told his
party’s Eurosceptic wing in an
attempt to stop demands for
a vote. But he eventually gave
in ahead of last year’s general
election, promising a referendum before the end of 2017.
Cameron wants to stay in
the EU and is battling much
of his own party in the process. To win back so-called
“Brexiteers”, he went to Brussels on a mission to get back
some powers for the UK.
But his efforts have been deThe PM is fighting to
scribed as weak by Euroscepstay in the EU
tics. His clumsy response to
the surprise Panama Papers reports about his late father’s
tax-avoiding offshore fund have hurt him, too. Cameron’s
political future is now on the line. Should the UK vote for
Brexit, his time in the top job could be over.

in

Boris Johnson,
Conservative MP and
ex-mayor of London
Boris de Pfeffel Johnson, also
called BoJo, is leading the
charge to get out of the EU.
Many believe he is counting
on a Brexit vote to become
Britain’s next prime minister.
He is a fascinating character
with a colourful past. Formerly
a journalist, he was fired by The
Does London’s ex-mayor
Times for making up quotes.
want Cameron’s job?
He then went on to work for
The Telegraph in Brussels. There he made a name for himself writing — or, his critics said, inventing — stories on
EU plans not to allow prawn-cocktail crisps and curved
cucumbers. Notorious for his philandering, his bumbling, maverick persona is nevertheless popular with voters. Johnson is said to model himself on Churchill, whose
biography he wrote, and there are certainly similarities.
His life so far has been stranger than fiction. Brexit could
be his finest hour — that, or career suicide.

Jeremy Corbyn,
Labour leader of the opposition
The saviour of the British left, “Jezza” was swept to the
leadership of the Labour Party last year on a massive wave
of grass-roots support. While his republican principles
prevented him from kneeling before the Queen — a scandalous gesture, even in modern Britain — he has been less
clear about on Europe. While UK lefties are generally proEU, Corbyn has always been more of a Eurosceptic. But
now, choosing what he considers to be the lesser of two
evils, he is campaigning to stay in. The EU may be imperfect in his view, but it is the only way of keeping global
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Controversial Mr Corbyn now wants to stay in the EU
bang on [bÄN (Qn] ifml.
bonkers [(bQNkEz] ifml.
bumbling [(bVmb&lIN]
clumsy [(klVmzi]
cucumber [(kju:kVmbE]
grass-roots [)grA:s (ru:ts]
kneel before sb. [ni:&l bi(fO:]
lead the charge [)li:d DE (tSA:dZ]
line: be on the ~ [laIn]
maverick [(mÄvErIk]
philandering [fI(lÄndErIN]
saviour [(seIvjE]
shorthand [(SO:thÄnd]

schwafeln
bescheuert, verrückt
linkisch, schusselig
ungeschickt, plump
Gurke
Basiseinen Kniefall vor jmdm. machen
die Verantwortung übernehmen
auf dem Spiel stehen
eigenwillig
Untreue
Erlöser(in), Retter(in)
Kurzschrift

in
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capital under control and protecting workers’ rights. Left
to the Conservatives (Tories), he fears Britain will become
a tax haven for “the ill-gotten gains of every dodgy oligarch, dictator or rogue corporation”. Supporters say he’s
a pragmatist. Critics say he is insincere. Asked whether his
support for Europe was half-hearted, he replied: “There is
nothing half-hearted about anything I do.”
Nicola Sturgeon, first minister of Scotland
Although officially in favour of staying in, Nicola Sturgeon is said to be hoping for a shock Brexit result that
will reignite the flames of Scottish nationalism. “Not in
our name!” the Euro-friendly Scots are expected to cry.
(There are only five million of them, compared to England’s 53 million.) Significant hurdles would have to be
taken, such as the constitutional matter of getting the UK
government’s permission for a new independence referendum. Even if this were to come, the low oil prices could
dissuade significant numbers of cautious Scots. And we
won’t even go into whether an independent Scotland
should dump the pound and adopt the euro. To quote
Kevin McKenna, a well-known Scottish columnist, Sturgeon is secretly hoping for Brexit, while also pretending
to be “pure rock ’n’ roll for Europe... Don’t worry though,
Nicola. Your secret is safe with us.”

cautious [(kO:SEs]
dissuade [dI(sweId]
dodgy [(dQdZi]
dump [dVmp]
hurdle [(h§:d&l]
ill-gotten [)Il(gQt&n]
insincere [)InsIn(sIE]
reignite [ri:Ig(naIt]
rogue [rEUg]
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vorsichtig
abbringen
zwielichtig
loswerden
Hürde
unrechtmäßig erworben
unaufrichtig, verlogen
wieder entzünden
skrupellos, verbrecherisch

in

and

out

Does Ms Sturgeon
secretly want to
be out of the EU?

The debate
Workers
in: Plumbers from Poland and nurses from Lithuania
have made the UK stronger. For all the EU workers
coming into the country, it is estimated that there
are at least a million British workers in other parts of
Europe. What will happen to them if Britain leaves
the EU?
out: EU workers’ access to Britain’s labour market is putting more pressure on the country’s weakened welfare and benefits system. Why should they have the
right to send back benefits for their children in their
home countries?
Refugees
in: The biggest refugee crisis since the Second World
War requires united EU action to forge a common
immigration policy, in particular for refugees fleeing
the conflict in Syria.
out: Britain needs to take back control of its borders
and start managing the flow of immigrants into the
country. It is no surprise that this vote is called the
“immigration referendum” by some.
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Terror
in: A strong British voice and presence is good for the
EU, and a strong EU is good for global stability and
security.
out: While Britain has direct agreements with some EU
members, it by no means shares information with
all 28 countries. Why should this change if it leaves?
Trade
in: Whether Britain stays or goes, it will still be looking
to send nearly half its exports to the EU. This won’t
change if it leaves, but it needs to keep its place at
the negotiating table if it is to help shape the rules.
out: Britain could easily negotiate new trade deals with
the EU and countries like China, India and America. In the meantime, the EU would consider the UK
as it does the rest of the world, charging an average
of around three per cent on imports.
Business
in: What’s wrong with having one European standard
for 28 countries? In time, this actually cuts red tape.
out: The dreaded red tape! Eurosceptics claim it keeps
business from growing, and they argue in favour of
more national control over issues like employment
law, health and safety.

Money
out: Eurosceptics say the
UK gives Brussels £50
million every day, a
figure which has stuck
in many voters’ minds.
They say the money
would be better spent
on scientific research
and new industries.
in: Take the incoming
subsidies into account,
and the figure is more
like £17 million.

Churchill: for more unity

A troubled past

Ah, for the good old days! As an empire builder, Britain in the late 19th century favoured a foreign policy of
“splendid isolation”, taking almost no notice of European
affairs. Two world wars, however, changed all this, causing
the famous PM Winston Churchill to support the idea of
a “United States of Europe” that would help countries to
“dwell in peace, in safety and in freedom”.
By the mid-1950s, though, Britain seemed to have
lost interest, and it said “no” to joining the European
Economic Community (EEC), a precursor of today’s EU.
All this changed in 1973, when, impressed by the EEC’s
economic performance, the UK decided to join. By the
eighties, under the leadership of Margaret Thatcher, the
mood had changed again, with battles being fought over
contributions and the single currency.
PM Tony Blair tried to improve things, and this had
a temporary calming effect. But then the euro and refugee crises came along, sending the level of Euroscepticism
shooting through the roof. Relations with Europe have
never been easy, but is a return to “splendid isolation”
really an option in today’s interconnected global economy? Many think it is.
dreaded [(dredId]
dwell [dwel]
forge [fO:dZ]
plumber [(plVmE]
precursor [pri(k§:sE]
red tape [)red (teIp]
roof: shoot through the ~ [ru:f]
single [(sINg&l]
splendid [(splendId]
subsidy [(sVbsEdi]

gefürchtet
verweilen
formen, schmieden
Klempner(in)
Vorläufer(in), Vorgänger(in)
Bürokratie, Papierkrieg
in die Höhe schnellen
hier: einheitlich
großartig, prächtig
Subvention, Zuschuss
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